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-- dated June 9, 1954 in W.R. Archives

A man falls in love because there is something wrong 
with him. It is not so much a matter of his health as 
it is of his mental climate; as, in winter, one longs 
for the spring. He gets so that he can't stand being 
alone. He may imagine he wants children, but he does 
not, at least not as women do. Because once married 
and with children of his own, he longs to be alone 
again.
A man who falls in love is a sick man, he has a kind 
of what used to be called green sickness. Before he's 
in love he's in a weak condition, for which the only 
prognosis, and he is only too aware of this, is that 
he will go on living. And, in his invalidism he does 
not feel he can go on living alone. It is not until 
after he is married that he really knows how wrong or 
sick he has been.
I am, of course, assuming that love leads to marriage. 
Unrequited love is to be avoided at all costs. If a
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married man falls in love with a third party and hasn't 
the courage to leave his wife, he is like a man who takes 
off his belt, ties it round the branch of a tree, and 
hangs himself to death in the loop while his trousers fall 
round his ankles. If an unmarried man finds unrequited 
love then there is even more the matter with him.
The love one feels is not made for one but made by one.
It comes from a lack in oneself. It is a deficiency, and 
therefore, a certifiable disease.
We are all animals, and therefore we are continually being 
attracted. That this attraction should extend to what is 
called love is a human misfortune cultivated by novelists. 
It is the horror we feel of ourselves, that is of being 
alone with ourselves, which draws us to love, but this love 
should happen only once, and never be repeated, if we have, 
as we should, learnt our lesson, which is that we are, all 
and each one of us, always and always alone.

—  Henry Green
London, England

Pound's Spiritual Return To Paris

The poets watch him 
on his yellow bicycle 
rocketing down 
around the Park Monceau 
a comet
black cape fluttering 
behind
trailing Provencal
into the autumn chestnuts.
His madness was his blessing 
one driving the other 
protector of innocence 
that was his madness.
He won't last the year 
they said twelve years ago.
Now he is eighty.
He walks on air 
they clump behind with canes 
dying in little clumps 
like twisted daffodils 
(these American poets —  
how many there are: weeds) 
their worn out books
read over them and flung into the tomb.



Here he comes again
shooting down the stairs at Monmartre
taking off
over the Seine
like Piccard
his cantos healthy
his white fists clenched like Faust
going high over the moon
the young rushing behind
trying to get a glimpse
they trail like leaves behind his
soaring loca
-motive. Then go to bed saying 
"I have seen the man of the age."

from PARIS NOTEBOOKS
1 .

The rain does not fall today 
it hesitates 
thinking perhaps 
the streets are wet enough 
after a week of rain.
Boats go left and right
under Pont Neuf
past Notre-Dame
on display
bobbing like bright
Derain
pictures. If only the sky would lean 
harder
put pressure on the day 
bring out golden violets 
from Jeu de Paume 
and a bright blue tie 
wrapped around the Orangerie
if only the Seine would flow with Monet 
the roof tops
take up the song of Cezanne
but now the rain falls 
the little shots spattering 
all of Paris
as though by Pointillists.

2 .
Falling through winter 
wheat downfield
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corn
hammers against the struts
pulling out
over scrub oak
and low maple
above your house
where the French flag waves to WWI 
fighter aces drunk on sky 
and the French countryside 
and the Marne interchanging 
loop after loop.

Reflections in a Frozen Pond

Watching skaters 
upside down 
broken in pieces 
moving over blue lights 
on cathedral glass 
dancing through darkness
watching fire on the ice 
hissing itself to death 
a few logs popping knots
a few sparks lost in the Alpes de Provence
watching the shadows of women
thirty years old
some married, some not
whirling past me
struggling to keep their beauty
upside down
watching the slimness of girls 
bending skates 
into the unmarked glass 
testing their innocence
watching myself 
drinking cognac 
upside down
the moon in a slush pool
I look up to see myself
hair gone white
a face of frost
death on a bobsled beside me
as, skiis dipped
I wave myself away taking the steepest slope 
down into the darkness.

-- Ben Pleasants
Beverly Hills, CA



Things To Bury In A Forest

Metal objects,
rings, very old pieces of steel, 
a flat nail.
Smooth rocks, 
an antique.
Things you save but can't find a place for, 
the altimeter from a B-45.
Pictures of your best friends, 
a picture of your wife.
Several poems.

"Day After Day ..."
"South Vietnamese troops 
have invaded Laos."

-- a news bulletin
Austere from days in the kitchen, 
my wife drops meat into grease 
and tries to define where 
one starts or the other stops.
The war has taken nothing she needs.
She toys with the meat
and watches the grease spread.
She does not understand
her own need for expansion,
to move the meat around,
or to grasp the fork in her hand
and slam it home against the walls.
These things would work, except,
on the edge of the meat
blood is boiling and flowing
to the side of the pan.

—  R. Kuntz
El Cajon, CA

Packaging Dishes
Wrap up each dish in newspaper 
so they won't make a noise 
when they're moved.
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Fruit Gum

Sorbitol and Mannitol 
are Hexitols
and are metabolized as carbohydrates 
but more slowly.

An Attractive Divorcee

An attractive divorcee 
on relief
convinces a policeman 
that she has been assaulted 
by her welfare worker.

Julie

Julie gives a ride to a little boy
and becomes exposed
to a communicable disease.

The Beautiful Toilet

Sky blue toilet water
A Naturalist Nothing floats by

Not a single cloud
A naturalist
befriends a killer whale 
but the fishermen 
in the vicinity 
object
and cause trouble.

—  John Shelley 
Eugene, OR
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A Productive Life

In a lifetime, I acquired many medals, awards and 
citations for industry. This is the account of my 
achievements.

From the time my mouth left the nipple, it was spew 
ing forth data. My parents whispered with admiration, 
and I smiled. The camera snapped, and now my smile is 
data.

School was rewarding, as all my life has been. I 
could listen to data, then recite it impressively to 
the teachers. Their hand never left my shoulder. I 
made good grades, of course, then entered the university

My grades at the university were excellent, and 
the possibilities for finding data were virtually un
limited. I collected and collected data, working at it 
frantically. It was too good to be true. There was so 
much data!

Finally, I graduated, but stayed on at the univer
sity to keep discovering data. The administrators were 
gratified, and I was asked to preside at many important 
functions. Doing so was an honor to me. I gladly re
vealed the data I knew. After the functions, crowds of 
data-collectors would always form around me to snap up 
the data I would pour forth.

The sight of vigorous young people carrying their 
data under their arms was a joy when I became old. I 
naturally collected more slowly, but others more vigor
ous than I laid up huge stockpiles of data, using ad
vanced techniques. I realized I had collected data 
poorly all my life. Finally, I died.

This biography has been compiled from data relat
ing to my career, life and thoughts.

—  Richard W. Horton 
Austin, TX

Senryu 22
the newly-born child 
capturing his parents love 
the frightened cat sulks
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Senryu 34
i went to the school
with the boys they always stuck
up for me she said

Politician's Proverb
a slogan a day
keeps the electorate at bay.

And Having Killed Two Birds

and having killed two birds with one stone 
he attempted by a series of manipulative procedures 
to perfect his exterminatory techniques 
he succeeded shortly in swatting seven flies with 

one swipe of the daily express 
his attention turned then to the possibilities of ants 
his boot covered nearly half the hills area 
and six hundred bodies lay squashed in the mire 
the survivors crawled quickly over his boot 
up his trouser leg to his private parts 
before the first ant reached his navel 
he fell over screaming at the pain of the stings 
his head cracked open on a stone brains and blood 

spilling out
the red and the gray and the black and the green 

merging
as two birds flew down each to peck one eye.

—  Gerald England
Sheffield, England

something on Berlioz

here I am listening to The March to the Gallows 
again. I suppose it's the most famous portion 
of Berlioz' Symphonie fantastique. I've heard it 
too often. I even heard it in Santa Fe 
over a dinner table. I was the poet. there were 
2 editors and a lady. the lady was class and 
had more money than she needed. we ate and drank 
wine and talked. The March to the Gallows played 
as we ate. I had seen the lady naked the night 
before. spread on a leather couch, naked, but 
I had been drunk and when I stuck it in, she pushed me 
out. I hadn't warmed her up properly. no matter.



I was never too much with the ladies.
she stuck an olive in her mouth and laughed,
and the editor, one of them, told how he used to
put a stepladder up against a peek-hole in a
New York apartment and watch this man and women
work out, and I stuck an olive in my mouth and
laughed, and the lady I had failed with, she looked
very beautiful and I wasn't drunk then, and I thought,
ah ah, I could get you now, yes yes, I could!
but anyhow, I came back to Los Angeles, and she
wrote me once or twice, I saw one of her poems in a
rather good magazine and then I forgot all about
it, until the other day I heard from one of the editors:
you remember Loraine? she's made a lot of money on
real estate and now she weighs close to 200 pounds
and runs with women ...
my beautiful Loraine laughing
my naked Loraine on the leather couch
with the rain coming down outside,
200 pounds, flat shoes, no makeup, smoking small 
cigars and laughing like a cowboy ...
Loraine, damn you, god 
damn you
you've marched to the 
gallows.

the butcher

the butcher has one eye
and his hands and face are very red
and there is red on his apron
and he leans on the counter --
"yes sir?"
the butcher waits to see my taste in meat 
but most of the meat is about purple 
and he reads my thinking:
"meat's no good until it's 
aged."
I really want to walk away from his meat 
but I am not strong enough to 
injure him.
"just give me a pound of bacon," I say
and he gives me a bastardly look and picks up a
package, wraps it.
"89 cents," he says and I lay the dollar down
and he comes back with a dime and a penny
and there's blood on his hands,
and on the left hand
a white bandage is slipping off
on the finger next to the thumb.
I take the bacon and the eleven cents 
and as I walk away
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he hates me
and I escape past loaves of bread and green 
onions
to the signal on the corner 
which reads 
red.

my landlady

my landlady comes down 
usually after one a.m. 
after her husband crawls to bed 
drunk and I am also about 
finished —
pssst! she goes, pssst! it's me!
I peek out the 
door.
look, Mrs. Hansen, I've had enough,
I'm finished.
o, you damn fool! open the door!
I
open the door.
here! take these!
she has 3 quarts of beer.
I laugh.
I'll be back!
I open a quart and sit in a 
chair.
psst! pssst!
now she's at the back
door .
3 more quarts, 
take these!
I put them in the 
refrigerator.
I take a quart to her. 
she's sitting in my favorite 
chair.
you damn fool, what you been 
doing?
nothing. kind of going 
crazy.
you damn fool, I told you not to 
quit that post office
job! but you wouldn't listen to an old woman,
would you?
well, it's not that
bad.
but you had security! you had 
SECURITY!
you can get security in a jail,
Mrs. Hansen.
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you damn fool, you know what I 
mean!
we drink a while, 
silently.
then she grins and looks at me:
Mr. Dubuckski ....
Bukowski.
Mr. Burdowsky, you know the nicest thing I like about us? 
uh uh.
well, Mr. Burchooski, all the times I been down here, 
we never done nothin', 
have we? 
not yet.
an' we're not going to do anything, are we, Mr. Bur.... 
Bukowski.
I mean, thas' what I like, I mean, I can come down here
and nothin's gonna happen, is
it?
I hope not, Mrs. Hansen.
she lifts her quart, and the night,
pardon me,
the morning has
begun. but for all my landladies, Mrs. Hansen 
is the best I've had. we've got something in 
common, although what it is 
I haven't exactly 
arrived at 
yet.

-- Charles Bukowski 
Los Angeles, CA

A Very Long (but true) Story

I went out with this Hungarian once 
and he really didn't believe 
I was divorced or had two kids 
or lived where I told him I lived.
So he came by one evening
and I answered the door with a towel
wrapped around my wet hair. I asked
him in. It seems after that
all he wanted to do was argue
about the insipidness of women
and America's need for a nice-nice image.
One evening he came over and nailed up
a large printed sign that said:

IT'S NICE TO BE NICE.
He said it would remind me how phoney
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everyone was.
After that I grew a little cool.
He stopped coming over, but he called 
a few times to test my position.
Finally he called to say he was flying 
back to Hungary.
I said that was nice. He ignored my remark 
and asked if I'd like to come and join 
him for a few farewell drinks.
I said no, that I didn't want to share 
much of anything with him and frankly,
I was pretty damn glad he was going.
Well, he answered, at least I've 
left you with something!

K Street 1952

Dragging the main 
used to be 
the thing to do 
when I was a kid. 
Everybody turned up 
at the same place 
on a Friday night.
We'd drive up and down 
the streets, waving 
and shouting at friends, 
making smart-ass remarks 
and feel BIG.
Later on 
we gathered at 
Stan's Drive-In 
to watch some more 
and take in the usual 
fist fights.
We had beer on the floors 
of the cars which we 
drank practically 
under the nose 
of the cops. We thought 
that we were tough 
and clever. And we 
probably were.
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Nothing To Say

Elbows

I remember 
the time Jack, 
young & sure, 
came to us 
& wisely began:
you can tell 
a woman's 
age
by her 
elbows.
Well
right then 
& there 
we felt his 
gospel truth 
enter us
& those 
over 30 
put on our 
coats
not to leave 
but because 
it was
suddenly colder.

All day long 
I have looked for that 
one line
as if in finding it 
all the salvations 
and holy joes 
would have reason 
to rejoice, 
and old 
sexless 
women
would lay like 
brown dogs 
under the sun 
turning golden.
But this is not
the way of the world.
Not one line
or five hundred books
will give us
relief.
We seem doomed 
to worry and dry up 
and smell like fish 
in the market.
The strongest force 
in us
is without control.
Ah, my dears 
my dears 
all this time 
and we are still 
amateurs.

Buying My First Original Painting

Hanging on a bank wall, mind you,
where money is put behind cages
and heavy metal doors, where security
is inserted into tricky wires
and cameras wait
to avenge the hungry thief,
there is my painting ... nothing anyone
else might care for; heavy brown frame
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and California Poppies
bursting inside of it by an old abandoned 
railroad tie.
And I think: Christ woman! where have your 
senses gone?
The price isn't high for someone with plenty 
of money to spend.
To me, I might as well buy a Picasso 
or a Vincent Price special at Sears.
But my god, it does speak out to me.
I keep returning to view it, studying 
like an art student for the professor's test. 
I call the artist, already feeling 
important with something I can't handle.
I know from the first hesitant 
reaction the price will go down.
The vendors in Mexico have been more 
reluctant. The open flea markets 
have shown more terror. I am a fat, 
golden winner.
Sometimes the days are so glorious 
there is nothing left to say.
I move through the hours and the thin 
margin of my existence 
flat as a virgin running towards 
her raper.

GUY

Guy has a twitch 
in his busy right eye
he also leers at women 
in the classroom
22 & 1/2 years 
of army life
now he teaches 
sociology
Guy tells us jokes 
in between lectures
& leers & goes home 
at night
feeling s p lendid about 
the world
these are my notes
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Dinner For Two

He was very fat 
and played the piano. He 
said he wanted to write music 
for some of my poems.
All the while he ordered 
a gourmet dinner for two 
and stuffed down his 
steak (rare), baked potatoes 
with sour cream and chives 
and ate his buttered peas 
and all the rolls for two, 
explaining in between mouthfuls 
that he was a morning alcoholic 
and an evening drunk.
When the meal was over
we went into the bar
and he ordered two King Alphonse's
which we drank at a little
round table
that made him look even larger.
He began to talk about 
how life would be 
when we were married 
how much he loved me 
and he even cried.
I started crying too.
When I looked back up at him 
he seemed to look more like a 
rhinoceros
and I knew no court in the world 
would allow such matrimonial 
differences.
After our drinks he went over 
and played the piano bar.
It was the last night I saw him.

I Turn To Bone And Other Stones

sometimes when I am
sitting with the lean dogs
the poems come;
not because
I have expected them
or needed them; not because
I am clever
or literary,
but because the light
of the room
turns to bone
and the mad animals



are famished.
what should be remembered
is —  it takes very little
to live or die or love
and less
to write a poem.
don't make it seem
more than this.
what I call poetry
you may call my escape,
but surely
whatever it is
leads us all
to the same absurdity
for which none of us
can be blamed.

Tropical Fish

My cousin sits in his 
beautiful Spanish house, 
his wife gone, his children 
reduced to visitors.
The tropical fish 
swim dreamily in the tank 
as though nothing 
had changed.
My cousin's new freedom 
is nineteen years old 
and makes love to him 
on the shag carpet 
that took so long to buy. 
When she leaves him 
he will go on 
feeding the fish.
He has learned a lot 
in the last few months.

When It Doesn't Matter

The fish on the worm 
and the worm on the hook 
hanging onto the pole 
and the boat holding you 
and the water keeping it 
and something underneath 
which I have neither time 
nor interest 
in telling you about.

and you 

afloat
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Pay up or poke me with a stick 
or salute me like a dandy general. 
Split me open and serve me 
sprinkled with Worcestershire sauce 
a sizzled menebroker 
on a sesame bun.

—  Ann Menebroker 
Wilton, CA

Happily Ever After

Princess, do you snore 
Midway dreams of Disneyland,
Or will a cinder touch your eye 
As you descend like Mary Poppins- 
To the edge of reality?
Were you conceived in blushes 
At the Spring Prom,
Or did you begin
As a once upon a time girl?
Princess, do you sweat,
As you count your scents 
And brush your hair spun gold 
From drugstore potions?
Undies matched as carefully 
As your placemats,
You part your maidenhair 
And guard your maidenhead.
Princess, do you fuck,
Or wait for singular love 
From a charming prince?
To you a cock must crow 
Dick is a first name 
And aphrodisia a spray-on.
You rewrite recipes;
Raise your chest in hope,
But your hands are cold —  eyes afraid.
The pill is only sugar, princess;
Your trembles will aid the cause.
Stiff upper lip, old girl.
Practice the magic 
Of words like yes and come.
Go wash your bush,
Fluff your pillow 
And live happily.
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Try To Understand Papa
Papa's not too hard to understand, 

he was just a man
With a hawkish face and long steps 
Ending in feet that emptied puddles.
Kept his manhood locked inside 
His fists so tight, they turned 
Ashen black.
Papa's easy to understand, 

if you're a man
Who stands high watching white folks 
Slide by the brewery stable where 
He kept the horses fine. Standing 
His ground as they pranced on the end 
Of the lead; standing so tall 
He needed a spear.
Papa was an easy man to understand; 

even then —
When he was so gentle they called him boy, 
And couldn't see the thin bolt of vein 
Corded from shoulder to forearm. I pluck 
The wet scent of frying meat and the scent 
Of his hands from those mornings 
When he helped me wake.
Grandpa was a man who posed 

in a Ford
With his jaw at right angles to the sun; 
And even cousins called him Papa 
'Cause they could understand 
How he held out through a card game 
That lost the house. Then won it back 
Playing woman against man.
Gossip tells that he paced 

before the doorway
Of a fourposter and counted eight times 
Before he got a son, then spent 
His manhood away from home.
But I smell the scent of his hands 
And purse the lips he gave me.
Papa's not too hard to understand;
He was a man.

—  Colleen J. McElroy 
Bellingham, WA
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He Builded An Eatery

Since he like pumpkins so much, he build it an eatery.
The Place he build like a giant pumpkin with doors, and 
windies, and all orange with a pointy green roof like a 
stem of a pumpkin, which was something the building re
sembled, being round and orange, like all pumpkins are, 
only rather than a real pumpkin, this was an eatery re
sembling one. And inside the tables was all like little 
pumpkins and so was all the chairs so that you could sit 
at your own pumpkin in the pumpkin on your pumpkin. The 
only thing was that allst you could get to eat there was 
pumpkin cuisine, which is kitchen in France, but food at 
this eatery. You could only get pumpkin steak, or pump
kin salad, or pumpkin seeds, or baked pumpkin or boiled 
pumpkin with fried pumpkin or pumpkin souffle or diced 
pumpkin. You could get pumpkin wine with your meal and 
pumpkin tea after dinner, but you could never get pumpkin 
pie because he was always out of it. Of corset, as you 
probly guest, the menues was shaped like little pumpkins 
and so was he, only unlike him the menues was orange. On 
Hallyween he give away goodies and light up the pumpkin 
tables with jacket lanteens. He do a good business, 
mostly from pumpkin fanciers, and I think you shood go 
there too. It's called The Cucumber.

The End

The Problem

Carl scratched out the last name on his list. He 
paused abstractedly and began again. The third time 
he succeeded.
"I only know two people named Larry," he told his 
wife.
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A Surprise For Shorty

Oh, what a surprise his frenz thot up for Shorty! They 
took him to the stripteen showw and he loved it, for 
although he is short, he loves to look at gurls!
Shorty is, of corse, that one whose farther died shovell
ing the snow with a hart attak. He was ninety years old 
at the time of death.
Anyway, Shorty said later how he enjoined the gerls 
dancing to the erotic Oriental tunes of the pornograph.
He said he never before had scene women expressing 
their beasts in pubic, and nearly feinted wen the first 
one remoof her brass! Shorty never nude such things 
took place in our cuntree.
He laffed at the comediums who tolled jokes between ass, 
and the hole audients ribald with laffter. But best of 
awl, said Shorty, was the show's harlot. She was able 
to mannippleate nefarious potions of her anamory where 
mussels just couldn't possumly exiss. The only thing 
that spoiled the show for Shorty was some guy behind 
him beating down his neck with hot wet breath.
Before leaking, however, Shorty bought a sooveneer witch 
the hustler said was impounded from Paris. It was a 
little spastic voyeur with a set of strip films showing 
gurls in the nude in different outdoor obscenery.
Shorty said he wants to go back there someday.

The End

The Robbery

"Stop, thief!" yelled Bill, but he didn't.
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Another Short Story

E. Devilish Delby twirled the ends of his mushtack and 
gribbled. A gassly smile wrinkled his fat. Tried to 
the tacks was little Alyce and coming along as fast as a 
freight train was a freight train.
Little Alyce yelped for hell, but the dirty E. Devilish 
Delby merely smired in bree. Little spits fell from his 
mouth and his nose dripped in disgust. Little Alyce was 
about to faint, but fortunately she passed out.
It was only one year ago that the little mope was en
grained to E. Devilish Delby, the town councilman and 
professional villain. People would grin amuckably as 
they passed, arm in stump, along the boredwalk, she in 
her yellow bikini and he in his green wheelchair. They 
were all nice to him, not just because he was crippled, 
but because he was rich.
He had made his fortune in junk cars after coming home 
from the war. The war! He frowned to thout abink it.
He looked down at his wooden leg and thought about that 
night mission in Korea. Korea! He had been assigned 
to lead a patrol through enemy lines and when he tried 
to run away, his men shot him.
Barney ... what was his name, the one who told him there 
were no mines in that field? Barney Cooper, that was 
it! Barney had always been in the jeep. He never got 
to ride in the jeep. But Barney knew about jeeps.
Barney had grown up on a farm where they grew jeeps.
He could remember, from his first recollection, things 
he could never forget. What were they now? They 
slipped his mind. But Barney was always planning to go 
bach home to Butte, Montana, and grow on his own farm.
And that dream had come home for Barney. Here he was in 
Boise, Idaho, selling cars in a lot. He sold a lot of 
cars. He was not proud, but he was happy. And why not? 
Didn't Susan love him? No one really knew. Any why 
not? No one really knew.
Susan was certainly quite a girl. She was beautiful 
and intelligent and always had a gourd wood, especially 
for everyone, but sometimes for others. Just because 
she was silly, people called her strange, but then 
Paul was the only one who understood.
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Susan knew that Barney loved her, but it was Paul only 
Paul and that's why. So what? Paul, the alcoholic 
dapper playboy heir to the Boxite Mines of Boise. Paul 
treated her like dirt. And why not? She seldom took 
a bath.
It was after the car accident that Paul began seeing her 
regularly. Susan was the nurse who changed his plasma.
He couldn't sleep for winks after the accident. He 
could still see the tree in the yellow glare of head
lights, hear the scream of brakes, the rending crunch of 
twisted metal. Even though he had been six miles away 
from the scene of the accident, he could envision every 
detail. And the same night, he himself had been injured. 
While guzzling at a local tavern, a bottle of Muscatel 
exploded in his mouth.
Arnold knew how it happened. Arnold was the bartender 
at the Foghorn Cafe. That night he had been making a 
Molotov cocktail in a Muscatel bottle, and when he turn
ed around for a gasoline-soaked rag, Paul took the mix
ture and drank it. Arnold cursed his luck. It was the 
fifth time in two days he had been foiled in his attem
pts to burn down the tavern in hopes of collecting the 
fat new insurance policy he had taken out on it, much 
to the owner's astonishment. He watched them carry Paul 
out and brooded over the dirty glasses. Then a strange 
thing happened.
While watching the strange thing happen, Arnold absent- 
mindedly popped a maraschino cherry into his mouth. In 
the middle of a laugh, it caught in his throat. Panick
ing, he jammed a swizzle stick into his neck. He begged 
the crowd at the bar to call for help, but most of them 
pretended to ignore him. A sympathetic drinker gave 
Arnold a dime with which to call for help himself, but, 
while staggering toward the corner phone booth, Arnold 
collapsed upon the juke box, depositing the dime in a 
reflex action, and died to the strains of Let It Be.
Arnold's mother looked out the window. She knitted 
herself another sock and rocked in her chair. Outside, 
the hearses passed. "What nice flowers!" she thought, 
unaware that it was her son in whose honor the funeral 
was being held. Fred's body rolled by unaware.
Arnold's brother, Fred, had been a famous actor in his 
day, but dying interrupted his career. He had played 
everything from the fairy godmother in Cinderella to 
the syphilitic Mafioso in Cinderella, His greatest
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moment on stage was when, as Tybalt, he won the sword- 
fight with Romeo and ended the play two acts early.
Sylvia had seen him in Stop the Wagon, I Want to Get Off. 
She hated him, but she didn't think much of the show.
When she went back to the office to type up the review, 
Mike, the editor, was there.
"Hi, Mike," she breathed passionately.
"Hi," he answered without emotion.
Out on the street, Louie gazed at the sky. His raggedy 
bum clothes were damp with dampness. His old bum shoes 
were on his feet. One hand in a litter basket, the 
other in his ear, he looked steadily at the sky without 
pausing in his activity.
"Yup," he said reflectively. "Looks like rain."

The End

Rapencils

A fyn yung fella was once marriage to this pregnable 
womin who had a crazing to eat the witches garden. As 
hir hasbeen could not refrain her from clamming over 
the witches wall, he had to go into the garden to get 
her out. The witch cot him and sed, "Okay, fren. Wot 
is yer game drubbing aboot in my garden with a pregnable 
womin eating on all floors?"
"Pleez, owld thing, let my wrife has Her fill of garden 
as she is indeed garryon a feet us will soomday be a 
lufly yung laydee naymed by the naym of Rapencils."
"Yer owld womin ken eat her film of guardian if an onlee 
if yoo gif me yer wombful of Rapencils wen it gits bon."
"Oh, all rite," sayed the hasbeen of Rapencil's mom,
"but just get out of the carrots, pleez, your standing on 
my wives fingers." So the wife ate all the guardon and 
and delivered a child to the witch, c.o.d., wen it got 
bon.
Sure enuf the witch locked up the Rapencils in a tower
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an onlee let her play brij on Thursdays. All day long 
poor Rapencils wood sit in the tower and put togezzer 
modals, lonelee and sore ass she was always sitting 
down, while the witch fooled around with her farther 
over the wall.
Soon a prints came to the garding for some peppers and 
saw her up in the tower and put an erection up against 
the wall to clam up to Rapencils who was saw by a prints 
who came to the garding to get some peepers and saw her 
in the tower where she was when the prints came and saw 
her there.
"Clam up my hare!" she cried, throwing her long hairy 
out the windy and he did. When he got up he helped her 
put twogather modles and rub down her ass she was all 
the day sitting down.
When the witch came hoam, she say, "Throw down your 
hairy Rapencils, Rapencils!" But none came down. Once 
again she sed, "You debb and duff? Get yore hare out 
that windy or isle fix your ramp, yer two bit sluff!"
But still no heir came down. The witch blew up from 
sheer prostration and little did she know that Rapencils 
had been did by the prints who was in all realism 
Earnestly Ryme, alias Jack the Nipple, the nofarious sex 
meanie of Shamrock Wolmbs fame, who had escaped in 
traffic via his erection which stood still at the wall 
and is standing still.

The End

The Challenge

John looked intently at the chess board. 
He lifted his queen, a piece hand-carved 
from a brazil nut, and stupidly moved it 
stupidly. John, looking intently at the 
chess board, raised his knight, a piece 
also hand-carved from a brazil nut, and 
wisely moved it wisely, capturing John's 
pawn, another piece hand-carved from a 
brazil nut.
John took the challenge. He moved the 
queen to king's bishop six and won the 
game awkwardly.
"Well," said John, "I've been beat with 
my own walnuts!"



The Magic Zoo

While looking down his sink one day 
He see an awful thing:
It might be like an elephant 
Except that it got wings.
He puzzle on this thing so long 
He almost fail to see 
The jellyfish that with a smile 
Go sailing in his tea.
He put his finger in the hole 
To see if he can find 
The magic zoo from where they live 
Or if he's lost his mind.
Then very much upon his thumb 
A little hippo sat
And just between his knees and toes 
A froggie pass a hat.

The End

—  John Currier 
Gloucester MA

John Currier has one book in press (The Elephant 
Strikes and Other Footprints), one book awaiting 
judgement (The Big Immense Pig), and one book in 
manuscript (Creepy Outrageousness: The Faux Pas 
and Its Applications). He is currently working 
on a libretto (Iwanicki Alley).
The frontispiece for this yellow-paper special 
is by Ann Sibley who is now in England and living 
in a houseboat.

The End
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The Archetype

They Laughed When I Went Out 
Disguised As A Cupcake

The reverential treatment of support stockings 
(hoisted briskly and lowered ceremoniously)
was the first thing I noticed. Then yesterday 
in the market I stood behind some of the snack-mad
ladies from the Christian college: they have the 
oddest bodies I have ever seen. And the worse diets.
Still it doesn't take Sigmund Freud to figure out 
why they stuff themselves. There they are, after all,
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On Saturday night the pimply young men go up to the
record stores

and look through the albums.
They are waiting for a beautiful girl without morals 
or panties to pick them up in the Soul Section, 
but no one ever does.
Occasionally some other unattractive youngsters come

in with
their iron underwear and curfews but even if they meet

and go out
the evening is a disappointment:
All the girls will kiss, some will be stroked, a few

will succumb
completely but none of them will act as depraved as

the myths suggest.
The problem is that many teenage boys are still brought

up on
locker-room hyperbole -- Tijuana donkey acts,

electric gizmos
and French ticklers.
And it always makes me sad when I drive by and see them 
in there looking for a new album by Pizza Bob &

The Carbuncles
while I am ten times as happy alone in my car with the

donkey braying,
the gizmo buzzing and the antlers of my Gallic toy 
waving in the breeze.



trapped in Consecrated Tech with a drawerful of girdles 
and a curfew that begins at dawn. But why are they
all so heavy-legged? Can God himself be helping them 
to resist the desires of the flesh: "what lovely
thighs.” "Those are my ankles." "Oh, well, goodnight."
They are in trouble up there, that much is for sure. 
Their dormitories are a symphony of despair:
dreams from those chocolate pies, painful visions 
of stork and gazelle. I hear their unhappiness
as I crouch beneath their window in my disguise, 
the creme-filled answer to a fat girl's dreams.

The Robe

Everyone is afraid of a cheap, terrycloth robe.
They are scared to death of the nursing-home material.
In their dreams the gorgeous nurse somehow detects 
their better qualities.
But waking
bad-breathed and clumsy, 
they fear that nubby cover.
Blue or white, 
beach-striped or brown
it looks like hell
and only hangs from arm and shank,
moving with the paunch 
curtained at the groin 
clinging at the straining calf.

—  Ronald Koertge 
Pasadena, CA

UNIQUE
Undoubtedly to be cited much in the future: Hugh Fox's 
The Living Underground, A Critical Overview ($6.50 fm. 
Whitston Publ. Co., Inc., P.0. Box 322, Troy, NY 12181) 
—  essays on the work of d. a. levy, Dick Higgins, D. r. 
Wagner, Douglas Blazek, T. L. Kryss, Richard Morris, 
and others.
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TWO RITUALS

LETTER
a big uninhibited 
man is running 
carrying a girl 
thru the streets the 
snow makes her 
hair curly
maybe I shouldn't 
write you this
tho you might want 
to know the 
way I loved 
hearing about 
emeralds
sucked up from the 
sand 400 years 
gone on the 
way from El Chivor
a strange beauty that 
has nothing to 
do with us
but then
why do we go to
movies so often
anyway when I 
come home I'll 
tell you
anything you want
only please 
disregard the green 
glass on my finger

na ka mo wek

fasting all day the 
chilicotte 
sang thru the 
night
they said their 
grandmother 
sings with them
women with 
child or 
menstruating 
listen from a 
place far away

da qua na ga weh

dance of 
bread
thanking the 
great spirit
deer tongues 
killed in the 
fall dry 
all winter
the women 
bring them out 
on a string
before they 
give themselves 
to their men
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WHAT ARE YOUR 
NIGHTS NOW
Do you still draw 
fish in the snow
saying life 
is snow
Yesterday the 
bed broke
so here's a 
poem with a 
broken bed 
in it
You're here too, 
saying what 
you should
It's the only place 
I can make it 
come out right
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BLED THE VEINS

took the richest 
garnet and silver 
No one planned to 
stay, they just 
left slag. But 
first they walked 
all over each 
other, it was like 
they were real 
faces on some 
barroom floor. You 
know what that's 
like. And they 
carried guns too

HOW COME

slurped 
me down like 
egg nog
it was 
easy
in the mansion 
deep couches 
hidden stairs
across the 
table me I 
purred take 
me. that 
first night 
oh I had you 
wrong
how come I 
couldn't see 
the vacuum 
then
even your 
poems suck



NOW

twisted out of
you while you slept
green as the leaves' shadow
did you feel your 
flesh give way 
for me
you touch your 
cock as if you knew
life will be different now adam

—  Lyn Lifshin 
Albany, NY

SONG

Of course I remember
Sweet Betsy From Pike
& Ike & his Pike County Pants
but most men outlived 3 wives then
when corn dodgers & sod
built a country but
Betsy lived through
like the whores lived through
Honest women died 
under honest men.

PRETTY BOY FLOYD

With a bang
broke the laws & the banks 
they called him Chock 
because he was part Chocktaw 
& when he drove into town 
the people cheered
they knew he was going to burn a mortgage 
& take some money away from 
them that's got it
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they wouldn't turn him in 
for the reward
even when they were starving
Old Chock was alright 
they'd say 
Ain't seen him 
they'd mutter
But the law got him 
shot him down in a cornfield 
not because he was a criminal 
but because he 
wasn't organized
He was layin there 
full of bullets 
& the cops asked him 
are you
Pretty Boy Floyd?
Si he said 
"My name is 
Charles Arthur Floyd"

& died
like it was important to him.

MOUNTAIN MAN

Half man, half grizzly bear 
married a squaw 
took himself several 
in various parts of the country 
"a big fat warm one for winter"
"a thin quick one for summer."
spitting sloppily on a passing beetle
unfit for
civilized society
too big for towns
cities too big for him
& no room at all now
as he slumps to sleep
on the sidewalk
in front of the Greyhound station
too old to crawl
back to his mountains.
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SNAPSHOT

They are all there 
aunts & uncles 
cousins 
grandmothers 
grandads 
squinting 
into the camera 
facing the sun
over the picture taker's shoulder 
there must be
millions of such photographs
families
bowling teams
rock & roll groups
baseball players
choirs
chunks of people 
posed on a landscape
(Aunt Maybelle in front of a cannon)
that was the day we
& Uncle Harry was drunk
Sammy didn't show
he was in the bushes
with Sally she
got pregnant
married a soldier who
died in Korea
all there
in black & white
caught by Kodak
standing still.

—  Kell Robertson 
San Francisco, CA

The Way It Was Sunday
when i went to sleep 
i fell into a dream 
then out again
but first i heard the five o ’clock
birds dark in the trees
then the pale light
came in through the glass
and it was morning
you came in 
to my other bed
where the book was unread in my hand



and i told you about 
the buzzing fly
and the car doors that slammed 
and the dog that made 
noise in the yard
then you brought me
my breakfast
toasted animal crackers
a pig an elephant and a camel
i dropped their crumbs on this poem
if you are hungry
the child in the house 
came in and
showed me his long dark bruise
and his skinned elbow
and told me the story
of all his dangers
and i asked him if it still hurt
and he said no
and asked me to name his animals 
and this is the way 
it was Sunday

Wine Day At The Flea Market
the man with the dresses 
needed your gift of wine
the day grew too late for
anyone to buy his hanging clothes, his
books, his unmatched dishes
august is no time for summer, the 
man with the patient eyes 
doing everything so slowly 
(his own complaint)
still there after everyone was leaving
we waved goodbye again
when we passed the second time
going back and forth across the day
for he was still bending 
in the coming darkness, 
folding and wrapping
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A Small Wilderness
girl leading a goat 
on a leash 
on a Sunday morning 
in Pasadena
goat does not want 
to heel 
strains his 
delicate mauve neck 
against the rope
does a little 
goat dance 
of pull away
girl tries to coax 
tries to teach 
the goat 
what she means 
by rope
goat knows
but does not want
to obey

Told From Summer

alice September 
is going to find august 
who is a brown eyed rabbit 
evolved from ghost of 
something huge and lost
they miss each other 
where the year begins to 
turn from love 
to cold eyed winter
they may never meet 
they both are hiding 
from the cat 
in jesus trees

Passion Flower
and here sits god
looking at his little flower
turning it in his hand
a glass of wine on the table 
some crackers 
and some cheese
beautiful! he says 
just beautiful!
and he turns it and turns it 
under the light of his eye 
examining it for perfection
and not even thinking 
about the soonness 
of its dying
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This Winter's Song
And when I become a seagull 
I will fly to San Francisco 
where the oil is in the bay
and I will hang my heavy wings 
among the grabbing of the hands
and when they rescue me
they'll wonder why
my human eyes are so unglad.
If they remember me 
from some old love of sky 
before I learned the
endless way there is to die 
I may surprise their sympathy
the way I follow boats in fog 
the fatal way I follow 
hidden boats in fog.

—  Joyce Odam
Sacramento, CA

Nights at La Petrella

The old man pushes hard up our thighs 
crouching wide in our dark 
we are lost in fists our heads 
arch back for the ceremony of knees 
and ornaments. We give ourselves
eight years to live in Cenci's stone rooms 
waiting too long for a stranger 
to love. The words
quills deep to the back of the throat 
are the names we call into hands. Driven
to the ring finger we wet it 
with our tongues memory of hair 
on the well water 
the spread of seaweed on sand 
and waking,

salt on our backs.
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Finding the Way: Back
(... reading Proust)

1. Fitting a copper piece in my boot 
one hundred years ago when it snows 
my grandmother calls me
Ellen. Tucking hatpins through black straw 
in the steaming milk my jaw is old 
the shadow of Saltcoats' nets the night 
my grandfather left 
for sea.
In the resthome he slipped me 
a silver half-dollar and 
sugared orange slices. Tobacco fingers 
on the sheet the old scars yellow 
cod scales on his wrists.

2. I put your black hat on.
"What makes you think we love 
people to please them. We love 
because we cannot 
help it."
You kick my ankles erratic 
in sleep. I bite a river agate 
for the taste of blood. Sucking
until it breaks 
in my mouth.

The Mirror
... for Beatrice Cenci

Cenci fathered you in glass / surfaces 
you always saw his face approaching
so many lovers over the steps
and into the tunnel water under your bedroom.
The mirror waits in the palazzo, you
will not let us rest alone in any room / we see you
in all shining objects knife blades the light 
from the campo outside pressing a hand on the glass

—  Sydney Campbell 
Amherst, MA



La Bienvenue
"I am embarrassed not to know Buenos Aires 
and New York; I'd like to walk at will 
through London streets and talk with 
everyone I want, even in Broken English."

—  Prologue, Yevgeny Yevtushenko

Welcome, Yevtushenko, to my country.
Speak to us in your Broken English 
As you walk the streets of New York;
I'll eavesdrop each word you sing
Into my pocket ... Steinbeck
Is not our god. We, too, have no god,
But The Word. The Word and the Song.
Sing to us in a foreign tongue 
And we will listen with native ear.
History teaches us
Of the past insurrections on your steppes.
We also have trouble with our steps.
The chancellor does not like what we say 
On our steps. We, too, are being banned.
Our Love Books seized. Have you wondered 
How far it is from the steppes of the Urals 
To the Steps of freedom? The mind knows 
The secrets of the heart. Come,
Telegraph with us. We'll disturb all home 
Lands. Ours is already Living Hell.
Welcome, Yevtushenko, to my country.
You have come a long way to share it with us, 
You, Zhenya, a stranger on borrowed soil.

Nov. 4, 1966, after 
hearing Y.Y. read at 
Univ. of Calif., Berkeley.
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CHILDLESS WIND

—  Paul Mariah
South San Francisco, CA

The Grocery List
she taught sixth grade 
wore her hair in a bun 
& had bright red 
pubic hair, 
at her big house 
in the suburbs we had 
"intellectual discussions" 
before & after we 
fucked.
& once she told me 
she used to make up 
the grocery list 
while her husband 
humped her.
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There will be no
child of wind

To wail in small
muffled cries,

Immediates, no em
bryonic cord

To cut or alliances
to dissever.

The alien sperm
stroke or count

Will be short
and flow, unwilling

To give birth
the convergence of such

Shortcomings
will be

Our future
mouthings-up.

I will
to will

No child
to this world.



what do you think of
with me
I asked.
pure sex
she said.
naturally
I believed her.
things went on 
cloak & dagger 
a few months 
with her 
teaching me 
so that 
I thought I 
was the master 
& she the pupil, 
things went on 
cloak & dagger 
with the husband 
getting his dagger 
in
maybe once every 
ten days
he practically rapes me 
she said
there's nothing I can do.

a month went by 
without seeing her. 
two months.
I wasn't getting 
much
I wasn't getting 
anything.
I heard she had 
left the old man, 
found a new place, 
so I stopped by 
late one night, 
like always 
she was good 
& I thought 
what a deal, 
what a great deal 
to have this here 
whenever I 
need it. 
she was good 
but aloof 
or something.

do you come I 
wanted to know, 
of course not I 
only come with you 
she said
with him I make up 
the grocery list.
eventually 
I grew tired of 
her .
she was still great
in bed
I couldn't
deny that.
but she had to work
to get me interested.

afterwards she said
she was having
an affair
with another
teacher.
she didn't know
why
except he was cute 
he was tall 
he was the 
american dream, 
but he wasn't 
that good 
in bed.
do you have 
anything to eat 
I asked. 
no
she said,
I have to get 
the groceries 
tomorrow.
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Hard Hat

his belly hangs down
over his pants
like a child's pouting lip.
his cheeks are red & puffy 
like a boy's.
America has been good 
to him
$10 an hour & no 
high school diploma.
he doesn't really hate
THE COLORED
works with them
every day
there's good & bad
but when they move
in
you've got to face facts 
about property values.
he's proud of his 
yellow hat 
he helped build 
America
make it what it is 
today.
he's a real man 
a 20th century cowboy.
he's General Custer 
8s no matter where 
he looks
he sees the dust 
of Indian ponies.

I Sit Dripping Sweat

in my ragged underwear 
sunlight sifting thru 
the screen
shorts clinging to the 
chair
words buzzing like flies 
thru my head 
something swatting them 
before they make it out.
every day the same, 
words 8s coffee 8s sunlight, 
waiting for something 
to come
that when right 
is not mine 
anyway.
something that is not me 
binding me to this chair 
as the rooster out my 
window is bound to 
crow
as the birds are bound 
to sing 
etc.
poems like cats, 
arrogant, independent 
things.
how's it going? 
she calls from the 
kitchen.
not bad, not bad.



heritage
his people were farmers 
Bohemians I think 
Austria-Hungary 
early this century.
he came over to avoid 
the war
though not much was said 
of that
& there was that picture 
a young man, handsome 
hair slicked down 
handlebar mustache 
dark uniform 
all those medals.
worked in a factory here 
a tanner, tool & die 
maker, I don't know 
not much said of that 
either.
not much said of anything 
really, especially 
the old country 
Czechoslovakia now 
where he had relatives 
he couldn't write 
memories I guess 
he never spoke of.
in the kitchen 
playing cards with his 
thoroughly American sons 
he would sometimes 
get very drunk 
start swearing in Slovak 
no one saying anything 
him in his seventies 
a lean hunk of gristle 
swearing, shaking his head 
pounding his fist 
on the table.
& on his wrist a 
faded tattoo 
MASARYK
the old spelling.

—  Al Masarik
New Castle, DE



REVIEW
The Early Nineties —  A View of the Bodley Head by James 
G. Nelson, $15 fm Harvard Univ. Press, Cambridge, Mass, 
is the type of bk this ed enjoys & the type of bk that 
univ presses are ideally suited to publish but rarely 
do. A history of the Bodley Head, its proprietors, its 
publishing ventures —  all in great & absorbing detail 
(appendices & notes take up pp 283-372, including fig
ures on production costs of the Chiswick Press & their 
final inventory!). A handsome bk in silver that lacks 
only blue-grey endpapers & some two-color printing to 
make it a modern univ equivalent of a Bodley Head bk.
The real life equivalent to Bodley Head today is Black 
Sparrow, of course. Bk has some needless repetition & 
re-explantations in the middle chapters but not too 
annoying. Bk will be the last word on the London lit 
scene centered around Elkin Mathews & John Lane at the 
end of the last century.
NOTES:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Suenos¡Dreams offers $20 for the best poem/poems best 
depicting a dream/dreams. Submission deadline: Feb. 1, 
1972. Manuscripts should be accompanied by self-add
ressed envelope and international reply coupons. Mag 
is edit by Bjarne Tokerud fm Privada 24 Sur A 1110,
Col. La Paz, Puebla, Puebla, Mexico. 5T Also seeking 
poems: Skywriting fm Box 5408, Eugene, Oregon 97405. 
y Termination notices reed fm: Motive (Nashville, Tenn), 
Meatball (Joel Deutsch, Berkeley, Calif.) and even fm 
ElizabeTh (Jim Weil, New Rochelle, N.Y.). IT Address 
changes: the goodly co now fm Box 30 North Main, Will
iams town,~~N7J\ 08094 (now releases G. R. Morgan's I 
Gibber Sanely and John Halberstadt's I'm In Love With 
Joanne Talsma —  each $2) . y The Smith #13 is Stanley 
Nelson's The Brooklyn Book of the Dead fm The Smith,
5 Beekman St., N.Y., NY 10038.
NEW MAGS:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Bear (edit: A. P. Russo) $l/copy fm 756 North Parkman 
Ave. (#4) , Los Angeles, CA 90026. y Gum (edit. Dave 
Morice) $1/5 issues fm Box 585, Iowa City, IA 52240.
5T Happiness Holding Tank (edit. Albert Drake) fm P.0. 
Box 227, Okemos, MI 48864. y Fuse (edit. R. Kuntz, M. 
Vetter, J. Thomas) $2/yr. fm 203 Cedar St., El Cajon,
CA 92021. y Argot (edit. J. Hales) $2.30/5 issues fm 
Box 196, Wellington, New Zealand, y La Pata De Palo 
(publ. Damaso Ogaz/Antonio Perez Carmona) fm Apartado 
de Correos No. 176, Valera, Venezuela. y Creacion & 
Critica (edit. J. Sologuren, A. Rojas, R. Silva-Sant- 
isteban) fm Alfonso Ugarte No. 248, Lima 32, Peru, y 
New Poetry $7/yr. fm. Box 110, George St. North P.0., 
Sydney 2000, NSW, Australia. JT Now Save The Dead 
(edit. R. Bottosto) $2/copy fm 3504 Nebraska Ave.,
Tampa, FL 33601.
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The edition of this issue has been limited to only 700 
numbered copies, and this copy is:
E. A. Ahearn 
Richard Chatham 
H. Mcllwain 
William H.C. Newberry
Anonymous: G.C.O. O U R  P A T R O N S
Donald R. Peterson 
William Sayres 
Anonymous W. S.
Dr. Marvin Sukov
The Wormwood Review is a member of COSMEP (Committee of 
Small Magazine Editors and Publishers) .
Wormwood may be purchased from the following stores:
Asphodel Book Shop, P.0. Box 05006, Cleveland, OH 44105 
Compendium Bookshop, 240 Camden High St., London NW1,

England
Either/Or Bookstore, 124 Pier Ave.,Hermosa Beach,

CA 90254
Gotham Book Mart, 41 West 47th St., New York, NY 10036 
Ithaca House, 314 Forest Home Dr., Ithaca, NY 14850 
Leaves of Grass, 39 Maplewood Ave., Philadelphia PA 19144 
Pages & Prints, 2620 Vine St., Cincinnati, OH 45219 
Serendipity Books, 1790 Shattuck Ave., Berkeley, CA 94709 
Larry Wallrich Books, 25 Whitehall Park, London N19

England
The regular subscription rate is $3.50 to individuals and 
$5.50 to institutions (effective 7/23/71 per Faxon) for 
four consecutive issues released at irregular intervals 
within the period of a year's time (usually two issues in 
July and two issues in January). Single copies are $1.50 
postpaid anywhere in the world. Patrons' subscriptions 
are $10 for four issues with poet-signed yellow-page 
center-sections. Patrons' subscriptions may not be sub
scribed to by institutions. A very limited number of 
issues #16-23 and #25-43 are still available at a rate of 
$6 for four issues, postpaid. Subscriptions are now 
guaranteed through and including issue #52. Our next 
issue will be devoted to The Outsider.
Wormwood continues to seek good poems of all styles, 
schools, moods, and manners that reflect the temper and 
depth of the present human scene. A good poem should be 
able to compete with the presence of other poems with 
different styles and content —  we are non-local, non
sewing-circle, non-political, and non-profit.
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